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AMAZING A TO Z!

- From Aggedor to Zygons, a complete guide to the good, the bad and the really, really ugly in the Ultimate Monsters series!
- Get the low-down on the creatures, including their top ratings!

DON'T FORGET!

ULTIMATE MONSTERS CARDS ON SALE NOW!

225 new designs to collect in total.
INTRODUCING THE...

ATE MONSTERS

SERIES!

It's time to unleash the fantastic Ultimate Monsters Special, your in-depth guide to the brand new set of Battles in Time cards! Here's what's inside...

**CARD NUMBER**

Each card has an ID number in the top left corner. This set starts with 601, picking up where the Invader set left off.

**WHICH DOCTOR?**

This tells you which of the ten Doctors met the monster featured on the card.

**POWER ICONS**

Each character card has the same five combat categories as all the earlier sets - so you can mix up all your new cards with any Exterminator, Annihilator or Invader cards in your collection!

**RARITY SYMBOL**

The letters in the bottom-left corner let you know how rare your card is:

- C = Common
- R = Rare
- SR = Super-rare
- UR = Ultra-rare

**SET NUMBER**

The first number is the card's number, the second number is the total number of cards in the set.

The Fourth Doctor found this Zygon warlord at the bottom of Loch Ness, where he had been hiding for hundreds of years.
Autons

These shop dummies served the Nestene Consciousness. When it first tried to invade Earth, the Nestene created an octopus-like form for itself. In its last attempt, it was a huge face in a vat of molten plastic!

Stories: Spearhead from Space, Terror of the Autons, Rose

Weapons: Their hands drop away to reveal a lethal energy blaster.

How Were They Defeated? They turned back into lifeless dummies.

Best Rating: Stamina 8200

Bannakaffalatta

Story: Voyage of the Damned

Low-Down: This small, spiky-headed cyborg was one of the passengers aboard the doomed space-cruiser Titanic. He bravely sacrificed his own life to save everyone else when Max Capricorn's Heavenly Hosts turned hostile.

Best Rating: Special Abilities 7000

Axons

The Axons appeared to be friendly when they landed on Earth. They claimed they needed energy for their spaceship, and offered to hand over a miracle substance called Axonite, a ‘thinking molecule’ capable of mimicking any other substance, but it was really part of the Axon plan to drain the Earth of all its energy. In fact Axonite, the Axon humanoids, and the monsters they morphed into, were all part of the same creature determined to drain Earth dry!

Story: The Claws of Axos

Weapons: The explosive charge from an Axon’s tentacles could kill instantly.

How Were They Defeated? The Doctor used the TARDIS to trap Axos in a never-ending time loop.

Best Rating: Special Abilities 8400
**AZAL**

**STORY** The Daemons

**LOW-DOWN** Last of the ancient Daemon race who came to Earth a million years ago and treated the planet as a science experiment.

**OBJECTIVE** To decide whether the Earth ‘experiment’ was a success or not – possibly meaning the end of the world!

**BEST RATING**
Fear Factor 9100 – Azal was many times the height of a human and a terrifying sight!

---

**BOK**

**STORY** The Daemons

**LOW-DOWN** This stone gargoyle came to life when the Master summoned up the Daemon Azal.

**OBJECTIVE** To kill all who stood in the Master’s way!

**BEST RATING**
Special Abilities 7200

---

**THE BORAD**

A mad scientist called Megelen, who had become hideously mutated when one of his experiments went wrong, the Borad was the evil ruler of Karfel. He got rid of his enemies by throwing them into a time-space corridor – the Timelash.

**STORY** Timelash

**WEAPONS** An ageing energy beam.

**HOW WAS HE DEFEATED?** The Doctor pushed the Borad into the Timelash, but also had to destroy a Borad clone by turning his ageing-beam against him.

**BEST RATING**
Intelligence 7600

---

**AB**

“The time has come for the completion of the experiment... or its destruction!”

---

**Tick off the cards as you collect each one...**

- 619 Aggedor
- 606 Alpha Centauri
- 635 Antiman
- 627 Antimatter Monster
- AXONS
- 696 Axon Family
- 644 Axon Girl
- 623 Axon Man
- 681 Axon Monster
- 723 Axon Monster Group
- AUTONS
- 642 Auton Scout
- 616 Auton (Carnival Disguise)
- 625 Azal
- BANNAKAFFALATTA
- 761 Bannakaffalatta
- 821 Bannakaffalatta
- 828 Bok
- 628 The Borad
- (Sacrificing Himself)
MAX CAPRICORN TO CYBER ANDROIDS

CHEETAH PEOPLE

**STORY** Survival

**LOW-DOWN** The Doctor found himself on a world which could turn humans into Cheetah people.

**BEST RATING**
Special Abilities 7600

CYBER ANDROIDS

In the year 2526, the Cybermen used two silent, faceless androids to patrol a cave system on Earth. Programmed to defend a hatch which contained a bomb powerful enough to destroy all life on the planet, they were also equipped with visual monitoring so the Cybermen soon detected the Doctor's interference...

**STORY** Earthshock

**WEAPONS** Blaster in the palm of the hand, powerful enough to turn a human into nasty green goo!

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?**
The Doctor told the troopers to destroy the androids by concentrating their firepower on one spot.

**BEST RATING**
Agility 7600

CESSAIR OF DIPLOS

**STORY** The Stones of Blood

**LOW-DOWN** An alien criminal wanted for murder. She hid on Earth for nearly 4000 years, taking on all sorts of different identities, including that of the Cailleach – an ancient Celtic goddess.

**WEAPONS** A large wand which fired deadly blasts, plus the blood-sucking Ogri.

**BEST RATING** Special Abilities 8500
LET THE CHRISTMAS INFERNO COMMENCE!

CRYONS

**STORY** Attack of the Cybermen

**LOW-DOWN** The Cryons were the original inhabitants of Telos, before the Cybermen took over. They appeared to be all female, and could only survive at sub-zero temperatures.

**OBJECTIVE** To destroy the Cybermen which would prevent them from blowing up the planet.

**BEST RATING**
- Special Abilities: 6500 (Cryon Attacking)

CARRIONITES

**STORY** The Shakespeare Code

**LOW-DOWN** These witch-like aliens were banished to the Deep Darkness, but three of them escaped to Earth when Shakespeare accidentally spoke a powerful sequence of words. Lilith, Bloodtide and Doomfinger hatched a scheme to invade the planet, but were defeated by the Tenth Doctor.

**WEAPONS** Words

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8900

MAX-CAPRICORN

A cyborg from the planet Sto, Max had a retirement plan that involved the death of everyone on Earth. He arranged for his luxury space-cruiser, the Titanic, to meet with a fatal accident in orbit, killing everyone on board.

**STORY** Voyage of the Damned

**WEAPONS** Heavenly Host

**HOW WAS HE DEFEATED?**
Astrid Peth sent him spinning into the ship's deadly Nuclear Storm Drive.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8100

**WEAPONS**
- 678 Max Capricorn
- 816 Max Capricorn (with Heavenly Host)
- 779 Carrionite (Escaping)

**BEST RATING**
- 699 Mother Doomfinger (Reef of Death)
- 783 Cassandra's Brain
- 652 Cæsar of Diplos
- 763 Cheetah Group
- 654 Cheetah Person
- 649 Clockwork Woman (Unmasked)
- 638 Cryon
- 749 Cryon (Attacking)
- 647 Cyber Android

**Tick off the cards as you collect each one...**
The strength and might of the Cyber race will be confirmed!

**CYBERMAN (AWAKENING)**

On the planet Telos, the Doctor joined a group of archaeologists who were investigating the lost tombs of the Cybermen. The Doctor was powerless to stop one of the team awakening the metallic giants from their long sleep, and when they emerged, they set about turning humans into more Cybermen...

**STORY** The Tomb of the Cybermen

**WEAPONS** These Cybermen fired electrical charges from their fingertips.

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?**
The Doctor resealed the tombs, trapping the Cybermen.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8300

**CYBERMAN (CAMOUFLAGED)**

**STORY** Attack of the Cybermen

**LOW-DOWN** During an attempt to invade Earth, Cybermen stalked the sewers of London where their underground base was hidden. Some of these appeared darker to avoid being detected.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8300

**CYBERMAN (INVADING EARTH)**

During one of their attempts to invade Earth, the Cybermen managed to take over human minds by sending out a hypnotic signal through special electronic circuits. The Cybermen then emerged from the sewers of London and marched along its streets.

**STORY** The Invasion

**WEAPONS** Flame-throwing guns.

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?**
The Cybermen's ships were flying in formation, and Earth missiles succeeded in destroying them by setting off a chain reaction of explosions.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8400
CYBERMAN
(FROM OUR UNIVERSE)

STORY The Wheel In Space
LOW-DOWN The Cybermen in our universe were slightly different from those created by John Lumic on a parallel Earth. In our universe, the Cybermen came from the planet Mondas and they altered their outward appearance several times.
BEST RATING Fear Factor 8300

This Cyber Leader was in charge of a squad of Cybermen who had been taken out of time and space and placed in the Death Zone on Gallifrey. It joined forces with the Master to fight against the Time Lords, but the Master tricked the Cybermen into entering a booby-trap, and they were all destroyed.

STORY The Five Doctors
WEAPONS Each Cyberman carried a rifle that fired energy bolts.
BEST RATING Fear Factor 8600

CYBERMEN

Tick off the cards as you collect each one...

636 Cyberman (Camouflaged)  
643 Cyberman (Awakening)  
608 Cyberman (Invading)  
651 Cyberman (Our Universe)  
602 Cyberman (Our Universe)  
694 Cyberman Guard  
710 Cyber Leader (Armed)  
809 Cyberman (Parallel World)  
778 Rogue Cyberman
THE CYBERMAN'S BRAIN BUSTERS

These puzzles are far too tough for puny human brains!

NO WAY OUT?

You're surrounded by some of the scariest creatures the Doctor has ever faced. Can you find your way to the TARDIS without running into any more danger?

HOW DID YOU DO? TURN TO PAGE 39 FOR THE ANSWERS!
WORD DOCTOR
Using the letters from TERILEPTIL can you answer the following questions?

1. Snakes and alligators are both what kind of animal?
2. What can you write and send through the post?
3. You should only eat fruit when it's what?
4. What is another word for danger?
5. Where do you pay for your shopping?

LOST IN TIME
This Ultimate Monsters card has a piece missing. Can you work out which one fits the hole?

LOCK UP!
All these alien creatures have gone wild – can you trap them all safely in this grid?

Three letters
RON
SIL

Four letters
AXON
LINX

Five letters
BORAD
KROLL
OGRON
RUTAN
STYRE

Six letters
ELDRAD
TETRAP

Seven letters
DRASHIG

Eight letters
PIG SLAVE

Ten letters
ICE WARRIOR

Eleven letters
KRONO ROBOT
DALEKS

RENEGADE DALEKS

**STORY** Remembrance of the Daleks

**LOW-DOWN** Groups of these grey Daleks battled against human soldiers, whose machine guns were useless against the Daleks’ polycarbide casings.

**OBJECTIVE** To serve the Black Dalek and retrieve the Hand of Omega.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8700

---

IMPERIAL DALEK

Davros controlled a group of white and gold Daleks who called him their Emperor. Their ship was in Earth orbit, while groups travelled to the surface in a smaller shuttlecraft.

**STORY** Remembrance of the Daleks

**WEAPONS** These Daleks fired orange energy bolts.

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The Doctor programmed the Hand of Omega to destroy their mothership.

**BEST RATING** Intelligence 8600

---

GLASS DALEK

On the planet Necros, Davros took the heads of sick humans and turned them into a new race of Daleks. The glass casings were like incubators, where human matter mutated into Dalek flesh. One was Professor Stengos, a friend of the Doctor’s.

**STORY** Revelation of the Daleks

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The Stengos Dalek pleaded with his daughter to destroy him. The others were killed by a bomb.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8600
**BLACK DALEK**

On Earth in 1963, the Doctor came up against the Black Dalek, the leader of a group of Renegade Daleks. It battled for control of the Hand of Omega, an ancient Time Lord device that they thought would give them mastery of time.

**STORY** Remembrance of the Daleks

**WEAPONS** It fired blue energy bolts.

**HOW WAS IT DEFEATED?** When its Renegade Daleks were destroyed, the Doctor convinced the Black Dalek that it was the only one left, which made it self-destruct.

**BEST RATING**
Fear Factor 8700

---

**EXTERMINATE THE DOCTOR! CRUSH ALL RESISTANCE!**

*(BLACK DALEK)*

---

**SPECIAL WEAPONS**

**STORY** Remembrance of the Daleks

**LOW-DOWN** This enormously powerful Dalek was like a tank, used by the Imperial Daleks against the Renegades as they battled for the Hand of Omega.

**OBJECTIVE** To reduce all Renegade Daleks to scorch-marks on the ground!

**BEST RATING**
Special Abilities 8700

---

**DALEKS**

Tick off the cards as you collect each one...

- 612 Black Dalek
- 691 Cult of Skaro (in New York)
- 629 Dalek Mutant (Dying)
- 604 Glass Dalek
- 786 Imperial Dalek (Attacking)
- 782 Renegade Daleks (Attacking)
- 676 Special Weapons Dalek
- 767 Tranquil Repose Daleks
DAVROS
A brilliant scientist from the planet Skaro, Davros was one of the greatest enemies ever faced by the Doctor, and almost as legendary as his deadly creations, the Daleks!

FIRST STORY Genesis of the Daleks
WEAPONS A killer electrical charge fired from both his hand and his third eye.
HOW WAS HE DEFEATED? The Doctor never seems to manage it! Like the Daleks, Davros always lives to fight another day.
BEST RATING Fear Factor 9300 (Davros Energy Attack)

DRASHIG
STORY Carnival of Monsters
LOW-DOWN Basically enormous, meat-eating caterpillars! They lived in marshland and made a terrifying screeching noise when they went hunting for food.
OBJECTIVE To follow the scent of their prey, never giving up till they’d had dinner!
BEST RATING Fear Factor 7900

DRACONIANS
The reptile-like Draconians were an advanced, noble race with strict codes of honour. They were peaceful until the Master tried to stir up a conflict between Draconia and Earth. The Doctor, who was a noble of the planet, convinced the Draconians that they were being tricked into war.
STORY Frontier in Space
WEAPONS Energy blasters.
BEST RATING Fear Factor 8100 (Group)
THE DESTROYER
Summoned by the warrior queen Morgaine, the Destroyer was a powerful and terrifying demon, with an endless hunger for devouring world after world. At first it was bound up in silver chains, but pleaded with Morgaine to release it so it could claim planet Earth.

STORY Battlefield

WEAPONS A massive blast of energy from its hands.

HOW WAS IT DEFEATED?
The Doctor's old UNIT friend Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart destroyed it using silver bullets, causing it to explode!

BEST RATING Fear Factor 9100

DRATHRO
STORY The Trial of a Time Lord

LOW-DOWN A huge robot, built to look after an underground survival system for its masters - the three mysterious Sleepers from Andromeda.

WEAPONS Grabbing people in its metal claws, it killed them with a massive electrical charge.

BEST RATING Stamina 7600

DRAGON
STORY Dragonfire

LOW-DOWN Part-creature, part-machine, the Dragon was the jailer of a dangerous criminal called Kane.

WEAPONS Red laser bolts fired from its eyes. Its insides were also booby-trapped, giving off a lethal energy blast when it was cut open.

BEST RATING Fear Factor 8300

Tick off the cards as you collect each one...

| 618 D84 | 656 Davros (As Emperor Dalek) | 632 Draconian Group |
| 609 Davros | 762 Davros and the Daleks | 830 Dragon |
| 716 Davros (Energy Attack) | 944 The Destroyer | 668 Drashig |
| 731 Davros (Great Healer) | 620 Draconian | 610 Drathro |
ELDRAD TO FOAMASI

FENDAHLEEN

These huge, slug-like creatures were part of the Fendahl skull’s attempt to build a new body for itself. It turned a scientist called Thea Ransome into the Fendahl Core, then set about transforming other humans into terrifying Fendahleen.

STORY: Image of the Fendahl
WEAPONS: The psychic ability to paralyse its victims.
BEST RATING: Special Abilities 7900

FENDAHL CORE

STORY: Image of the Fendahl
LOW-DOWN: When the ancient Fendahl skull tried to come back to life, the Fendahl Core was the first stage of its new body.
WEAPONS: One look into those freaky eyes turned people into big, slimy Fendahleen!
BEST RATING: Special Abilities 8800

EXXILONS

The Exxilons built an incredible living city on their planet, known as one of the 700 wonders of the Universe, but the city decided it no longer needed its creators, and drove them out. The Exxilons divided up into two groups – those who worshipped the city, and those who wanted to destroy it. When the Doctor arrived, the Exxilons tried to sacrifice his companion, Sarah Jane Smith!

STORY: Death to the Daleks
WEAPONS: Spears and arrows – primitive, but effective!
BEST RATING: Agility 5200
**EXXILON CITY ANTIBODY**

**STORY** Death to the Daleks

**LOW-DOWN** When the Doctor entered the living city on Exxilon, it created zombie-like ‘antibodies’ in order to destroy him. Luckily, the Daleks appeared and the antibodies attacked them instead!

**WEAPONS** None, but they could stand up to Dalek firepower.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 6500

---

**FOAMASI**

These were green reptile-creatures with chirruping voices. One group of Foamasi tried to sabotage the Leisure Hive, which protected the Argolin race from the poisonous atmosphere on their planet. The criminal Foamasi, known as the West Lodge, hid inside human skin-suits to avoid being detected.

**STORY** The Leisure Hive

**WEAPONS** One Foamasi used a special grenade which surrounded its victims with tough filaments, preventing them from escaping.

**BEST RATING** Intelligence 6800 (Foamasi Group)

---

**EMPTY-CHILD**

**STORY** The Empty Child, The Doctor Dances

**LOW-DOWN** This creepy little boy became a victim of the Chula nanogenes – tiny robots that wanted to rewrite human biology.

**WEAPONS** Anyone the Child touched became just like him.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 9200

---

**EF**

**Tick off the cards as you collect each one...**

- **ELDRAD**
  - 675 Eldrad (Attacking)
  - 621 Eldrad (Female Form)
  - 784 Eldrad (Male Form)
  - 640 Hand of Eldrad
  - 633 Empty Child (Attacking)

- **EXXILONS**
  - 630 Bellal
  - 614 Exxilon Antibody
  - 622 Exxilon Group
  - FAMILY OF BLOOD
    - 807 Father of Mine (Trapped)
    - 789 Mother of Mine (Trapped)

- **FENDAHIL**
  - 611 Fendahl Core
  - 634 Fendaleen
  - FOAMASI
  - 650 Foamasi
  - 693 Foamasi Group

---

*Are you my Mummy? EMPTY CHILD*
THE GREAT ONE

**STORY** Planet of the Spiders

**LOW-DOWN** Much bigger than a human, the Great One planned to become ruler of the universe by using the planet's blue crystals to magnify her mental powers.

**WEAPONS** The ability to paralyse people and cause them terrible pain!

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 9000

GODS OF RAGNAROK

The Doctor claims he has fought these mysterious super-beings all through time, and we once saw them meet in the Dark Circus on the planet Segonax. The gods demanded to be continually entertained, brutally killing off all those who failed to amuse them.

**STORY** The Greatest Show in the Galaxy

**WEAPONS** Energy bolts fired from their hands and the eye symbols on their heads.

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The Doctor used an amulet to turn the gods' power against them.

**BEST RATING** Stamina 8600

GIANT MAGGOTS

When Global Chemicals pumped waste from their factory underground, it caused maggots to grow to an enormous size. The maggots attacked by leaping into the air, sinking their teeth into unwary victims who then developed glowing patches on their bodies – the 'green' death!

**STORY** The Green Death

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The Doctor fed the maggots a protein fungus which killed them all, reducing them to dried-out husks.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 7300
Haemovores were creatures that mankind would finally evolve into, thanks to thousands of years of pollution on their planet. They were basically vampires, with an endless thirst for blood. They could paralyse their victims to stop them from escaping.

**STORY** The Curse of Fenric

**WEAPONS** Long, sharp talons.

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** They could be fought off by the psychic barrier created by faith. Failing that, a wooden stake would finish them off!

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8100 (Ancient Haemovore)
Bannakaffalatta’s BRAIN BUSTERS

These puzzles are far too tough for puny human brains!

LOST IN THE VORTEX

These four creatures are trying to follow the TARDIS through the Time Vortex, but only one of them has plotted the right route. Can you work out which one?

WHAT’S MISSING?

Work out which letters from the alphabet DON’T appear below, then rearrange them to spell the name of this monster from their Doctors past...

B Q G P Z V
K J N E Y W
F O U S D M L X

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

Can you spot six differences between these two Ultimate Monster cards?
HIDDEN HORRORS!

Loads of Ultimate Monsters are lurking in this grid in all directions. Can you find them all?

BXIVUASCZFMESTORUTAN
ANCIENTHAEMONOREKREON
NDITWEYMANPORLMEQM2S
NADMAFRKOGRONBLEEUMR
ARHZOHEYYUZCSAISGREA
KDAEZNRCSQRWDRUIUSAGP
ALPHACENTAURISTISSSH
FEPLRVHSHUSHKKSNGHCTNA
FEWTBHETCUVKTCIKORT
ADNFXCNTAAZAYRPRNOE
LORDKIVELTROKJKORCE
ANPNADKNUYPETFHKNOILH
TAATOHREYAHHCFSBFONRC
TIDIASLMCRKOGRILSOPPJ
ANRRRUMEJNRRSSFOOITAZ
VOOYBUTSEFOHTTGWXNCP
ECMLMALOHNGLGPIWEAPXI
OAIZRUFINILYXKRBRAT
NRRIWATGSHARAZJEKLMYE
IDPARTETDMELKURPELY

ALPHA CENTAURI
ANCIENT HAEMOVORE
AUTON
AZAL
BANNAKAFFALATTA
BOK
CHEETAH PERSON
CRYON
DALEK
DRACONIAN
ELDRAD
FENDAHALEEN
HEAVENLY HOST
HUSK

ICTHAR
IZLYR
KROLL
KRONOS
LNX
LORD KIV
MAGS
MAX CAPRICORN
MELKUR
MESTER
MORBIUS
MR SIN
MUMMY
MUTT

NEMESIS STATUE
NIMON
OGRI
OGRON
OMEGA
PIRATE CAPTAIN
PRIMORD
RASTON ROBOT
RUTAN
SAUJUX
SCARECROW ARMY
SCAROTH
SHARAZ JEK
SIL

SILURIAN
STIKE
STYRE
SUITEK
TETRAP
VORUS
WEREWOLF
WIRRN
YETI
ZARBI
ZYGON
ICE WARRIORS

The warlike Ice Warriors came from the planet Mars. They were huge, green, reptilian creatures in heavy armour – with a thirst for conquest. Their weakness was that they couldn’t survive in high temperatures.


WEAPONS Sonic disintegrators fixed on top of their claw-like hands.

HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED? When the Doctor first battled against them, he sent their invading fleet of spaceships into an orbit round the Sun.

BEST RATING Fear Factor 7800

KROLL

STORY The Power of Kroll

LOW-DOWN An enormous squid-like creature, with long and hugely powerful tentacles. It was worshipped as a god by the Swampie; who tried to please it by sacrificing one of the Doctor’s friends.

BEST RATING Fear Factor 7900

K1 ROBOT

Made of a living metal, the K1 robot was designed to work in conditions that were deadly to humans, but it was reprogrammed by the power-mad Miss Winters to try and take over the world. When a disintegrator gun was used against it, the robot grew to an enormous size!

STORY Robot

WEAPONS Pincer claws and a disintegrator gun

HOW WAS IT DEFEATED? The Doctor made up a metal virus solution that spread through the robot’s body, reducing it to a heap of rust.

BEST RATING Stamina 8700
**Jagrafess**

**STORY** The Long Game

**LOW-DOWN** This huge, slobbering monstrosity was in control of mankind's destiny for 91 years! Its lair was on Floor 500 of Satellite Five, where it used its smarmy servant, the Editor, to help broadcast fake news around the Fourth Great and Bountiful Human Empire.

**WEAPONS** It would descend from the ceiling and turn its victims into drones.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 9300

**Krynoid**

An alien weed which fed on humans and animals, the Krynoid started as a small pod, quickly infecting and mutating a human being. Eventually it grew to the size of a stately home, ready to send out more seed pods across the Earth.

**STORY** The Seeds of Doom

**WEAPONS** Massive, lashing tentacles.

**HOW WAS IT DEFEATED?** The Doctor’s UNIT friends organised an RAF missile strike against the creature, destroying both the Krynoid and the house it was attacking.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8300 (Attacking House)

**Kronos**

**STORY** The Time Monster

**LOW-DOWN** The Master tried to harness the power of Kronos the Chronovore, a being that existed outside time. He summoned the creature using a crystal from the ancient island of Atlantis.

**OBJECTIVE** Kronos lived to feed on time itself!

**BEST RATING** Special Abilities 8600

---

**IJK**

“We only fight to win!”

(Varga, Ice Warrior)

---

**Tick off the cards as you collect each one...**

- ICE WARRIORS
  - 637 Azaxyr
  - 613 Ice Warrior
  - 674 Izlyr

- 713 Jagrafess (Attacking)

- 787 K1 Robot

- 657 Kronos

- 695 Kraals

- 755 Kroll

- 689 Krynoid/Human Hybrid

- 718 Krynoid (Attacking House)
**LAZARUS TO THE MASTER**

**LUKOSER**

**STORIES** The Trial of a Time Lord

**LOW DOWN** The Doctor met Lukoser on the planet Thoros Beta, home of the Mentors. It was a hideous wolf-man – the result of genetic experiments carried out by a scientist called Crozier, who was working for the Mentors.

**OBJECTIVE** To serve its master, King Yrcanos

**BEST RATING** Agility 6400

---

**THE MASTER**

Long before the Time Lords brought him back to life for the Time War, the Master had used up his twelve regenerations and become shrivelled and decayed. He tried to extend his life by taking control of the Eye of Harmony on Gallifrey.

**STORIES** The Deadly Assassin, The Keeper of Traken, Utopia, The Sound of Drums, Last of the Time Lords

**WEAPONS** A tissue compression eliminator which killed people by shrinking them.

**HOW WAS HE DEFEATED?** He just keeps coming back, time and time again!

**BEST RATING** Intelligence 9000

---

**MANDRELS**

The Mandrels were swamp creatures from the planet Eden. When they died, they turned into an addictive drug called Vraxoin.

**STORY** Nightmare of Eden

**WEAPONS** Long, sharp claws that could rip a person to shreds

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** When the Doctor blew into his dog whistle, he discovered it calmed down the savage monsters, making them docile and obedient.

**BEST RATING** Stamina 6500 (Group)
**THE MALUS**

This massive alien face appeared behind the wall of an old church, feeding on the psychic energy produced by war games taking place in the local village. The Doctor discovered the creature was some kind of alien war machine that had come to Earth hundreds of years before on board a spaceship from Hakol.

**STORY** The Awakening

**WEAPONS** The Malus killed its victims by creating ‘psychic projections’ of soldiers carrying swords.

**HOW WAS IT DEFEATED?** The Doctor blocked its ability to feed on psychic energy, so the Malus destroyed itself and everything around it.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8700

---

**MAGS**

**STORY** The Greatest Show in the Galaxy

**LOW DOWN** Mags was the companion of Captain Cook, the famous intergalactic explorer. She was normally a quiet and gentle girl, but when she saw moonlight, she became a terrifying werewolf-like creature with huge fangs!

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 7800

---

**MARSHMEN**

**STORY** Full Circle

**LOW DOWN** At the time of Mistfall, these terrifying monsters appeared from the marshes to attack a humanoid colony on their world. The Fourth Doctor made a shocking discovery – the colonists were in fact evolved marshmen themselves!

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 6800 (Group)

---

Tick off the cards as you collect each one...

- 683 Lazarus Creature (Rampaging)
- 757 The Lukoser
- MAGNUS GREEL
- 753 Magnus Greel
- 753 Magnus Greel (Unmasked)
- 662 Mags
- 754 The Malus
- MANDRELS
- 715 Mandrel
- 758 Mandrel Group
- 680 Marcus Scarman (Under Sutekh’s Control)
- MARSHMEN
- 746 Marshman
- 808 Marshmen Group
- THE MASTER
- 663 The Master (Emaciated Form)
- 666 The Master (Pre-regeneration)
- 825 The Master (With Toclafane)
MECHONOID TO MUTTS

MUTTS

The Doctor met these hideous mutants – known as Mutts – in caves on the planet Solos. The Marshal in charge of the planet tried to destroy them, but the Doctor learned that they were just one stage in the natural evolution of life on the planet, and eventually changed into ghost-like superbeings with great powers.

**STORY** The Mutants

**WEAPONS** Powerful, pincer-like claws.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 7900 (Group)

MECHONOIDS

**STORY** The Chase

**LOW-DOWN** Huge ball-shaped robots, created by humans and sent to the jungle world of Mechanus. They were programmed to prepare the planet for colonisation.

**OBJECTIVE** To destroy anything that threatened their city – including the invading Daleks!

**WEAPONS** Powerful flame-throwers

**BEST RATING** Stamina 6800

MUMMIES

Disguised as ancient Egyptian mummies, these were in fact service robots controlled by Sutekh, last of the Osiran race. They stalked the grounds of an English house, with orders to kill any humans they found. Sutekh also tried to use them build a missile, intending to blow up the power source on Mars that was keeping him prisoner.

**STORY** Pyramids of Mars

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The only way to stop them was to use a special ring carried by one of Sutekh’s servants – in reality, the robots’ control device.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8300 (Group)
MORBIUS

**STORY** The Brain of Morbius

**LOW-DOWN** A Time Lord criminal who survived only as a brain in a tank of liquid! His servant, a surgeon called Solon, tried to transplant the brain into a vile body made from parts of many different creatures.

**OBJECTIVE** To gain his revenge on the Time Lords.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 7600

MENTORS

From the planet Thoros Beta, the Mentors were a vile, slug-like race, only interested in profit and wealth. They were originally creatures that lived in the water, but on dry land they were unable to move about by themselves, so had to be carried everywhere by their obedient slaves.

**STORIES** Vengeance on Varos, The Trial of a Time Lord

**WEAPONS** Some lesser-developed Mentors had poisonous tails.

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The Doctor didn’t really manage it, though it’s possible his friend King Yrcanos destroyed a few.

**BEST RATING** Intelligence 7400 (Sil)

MORBIANS

**STORY** The Trial of a Time Lord

**LOW-DOWN** Gold-skinned humanoids, some of whom were angry that Earth was mining their planet for all its precious metals. They wore special breathing apparatus as oxygen was poisonous to them.

**OBJECTIVE** To hijack the Hyperion III, a spaceship carrying cargo from Mogar to Earth.

**BEST RATING** Agility 7100

Tick off the cards as you collect each one...

- 740 Mechanoid
- 768 Melkur
- MENTORS
- 823 Lord Kiv
- 688 Sil
- 697 Mestor
- 686 Mogarian Group
- 760 Monarch
- 721 Morbius
- MUMMIES
- 670 Mummy
- 813 Mummy Group
- MUTTS
- 669 Mutt
- 822 Mutt Group

“Nothing more enjoyable than watching people suffer!”
NEMESIS STATUE TO PRIMORD

OGRONS
The Ogrons were huge ape-like beings who came from one of the planets on the outer edges of the Milky Way. They were used as soldiers by both the Daleks and the Master in their attempts to take over the universe. They were extremely strong, but also rather stupid, which is why they talked so slowly!

STORIES Frontier in Space, Day of the Daleks
WEAPONS Deadly energy blasters.
BEST RATING Agility 8100 (Group)

OMEGA
Omega was the Time Lord solar engineer who provided the power source for his people to travel through time. When the Doctor first met him, he'd become trapped in a black hole, existing in his own universe of antimatter. His body had been destroyed, but he survived through the force of his will, and lived to seek revenge on the Time Lords who he believed had abandoned him.

STORIES The Three Doctors, Arc of Infinity
WEAPONS His Gel Guard servants fired powerful energy blasts.
HOW WAS HE DEFEATED? The Doctor used Omega's own matter converter against him, but wasn't entirely sure whether he'd been destroyed for good...
BEST RATING Intelligence 9000
NIMON

**STORY**
The Horns of Nimon

**LOW-DOWN** Tall bull-like monsters that walked about on two legs.

**OBJECTIVE** Like a plague of locusts, the Nimon travelled from planet to planet, draining each of its energy and resources.

**WEAPONS** Powerful energy bolts fired from their horns, able to stun or kill.

**BEST RATING** Stamina 7900

A hero? I should have been a GOD!

NEMESIS STATUE

**STORY** Silver Nemesis

**LOW-DOWN** Created as the ultimate defence for the Time Lords from a living metal called validium.

**OBJECTIVE** The Doctor programmed the Nemesis to blow up thousands of Cyber war-ships hovering above Earth.

**WEAPONS** The statue’s mysterious destructive power was great enough to obliterate the whole world.

**BEST RATING** Special Abilities 9000

PIRATE CAPTAIN

**STORY**
The Pirate Planet

**LOW-DOWN** A space pirate whose body was partly robotic.

**OBJECTIVE** To materialise Zanak around other planets and drain them of their energy and minerals.

**WEAPONS** A robot parrot – the Polyphase Avatron – which fired deadly beams.

**BEST RATING** Special Abilities 8200

NOPQ

Tick off the cards as you collect each one...

- 692 Nemesis Statue
- 679 Nimon
- 742 Ogri
- OGRONS
- 685 Ogron
- 765 Ogron Group

- 717 Pirate Captain

- 751 Ood (In Pursuit)
- 743 Pig Slave (Attacking)
- 747 Omega (Second Appearance)
- 664 Omega (First Appearance)
- 766 Omega (Projection)
- 812 Omega's Creature
- 819 Primord
THE SONTARANS' BRAIN BUSTERS

These puzzles are far too tough for puny human brains!

TARDIS TRAIL!
The Doctor must hunt down a Sontaran war criminal. Can you work out where the alien is hiding?

1. Set the co-ordinates for B8 and land on the planet Argolis.
2. The Argolins tell you to travel three parsecs to the east.
3. Asteroid belt! It's a trap! Move 2 parsecs north.
4. You use the Space Station's deep-space scanners to track the Sontaran's ship to I7.
5. Fly into the wormhole and come out the other side.
6. Move 2 parsecs east to one of Saturn's moons.
7. Wrong moon! Hop one parsec south.
8. A Rutan spy gives you the co-ordinates C4.
10. Move west until you land on the letter. How many parsecs have you travelled?
11. Combine the number of parsecs and the letter to reveal the location of the Sontaran's secret base.

HINT! 1 square = 1 parsec

START

HOW DID YOU DO? TURN TO PAGE 39 FOR THE ANSWERS!
**MONSTER MESS!**
Are there more Zygons or Ice Warriors in this confusing pile up?

**SEEING DOUBLE?**
These Dalek cards all look the same, but they’re not! Can you work out which two are identical?

**HEADS UP!**
Each Robot can only appear once in each row and once in each column. Can you complete the grid?
**RUTANS**

**STORY** Horror of Fang Rock

**LOW-DOWN** The Rutans were shape-shifters, able to take on human appearance.

**OBJECTIVE** To destroy the Sontarans, a race they had been at war with for years.

**BEST RATING** Special Abilities 8500

---

**RASTON ROBOT**

**STORY** The Five Doctors

**LOW-DOWN** The perfect killing machine, the Raston Warrior Robot patrolled the Death Zone on Gallifrey. When it encountered a platoon of Cybermen, the robot managed to destroy them single-handedly!

**WEAPONS** Arrows fired from its hands, plus razor-sharp discs which knocked Cybermen's heads off!

**BEST RATING** Agility 8900.

---

**SILURIANS**

**STORIES** Doctor Who and the Silurians, Warriors of the Deep

**LOW-DOWN** These intelligent reptile-creatures went into hibernation millions of years ago, believing Earth was going to be hit by another planet. When they were revived by power from an underground atomic research centre, they wanted to reclaim the world by wiping out humanity with a deadly virus.

**WEAPONS** A glowing ‘third eye’ which could be used to paralyse or kill.

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The Doctor was angry when Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart from UNIT blew up the Silurians’ base, sealing them beneath the Earth.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 7900
**SCAROTH**

**STORY** City of Death

**LOW-DOWN** Last of the ancient spaghetti-headed Jagaroth race. When Scaroth’s spaceship exploded over primeval Earth, he was splintered throughout time in several different versions of himself.

**OBJECTIVE** To travel back in time and stop himself from taking off.

**BEST RATING** Stamina 8400

---

**SHARAZ-JEK**

**STORY** The Caves of Androzani

**LOW-DOWN** Sharaz Jek was horribly burned in an accident caused by his double-crossing business partner, Morgus.

**OBJECTIVE** To kill Morgus.

**WEAPONS** An army of androids carrying machine guns.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8000 (Unmasked)

---

**SEA DEVILS**

**STORIES** The Sea Devils, Warriors of the Deep

**LOW-DOWN** Cousins of the Silurians, the Sea Devils were amphibious reptile-like creatures. The Master brought them out of hibernation and tried to start a war between them and mankind.

**WEAPONS** Warrior Sea Devils carried round-shaped energy blasters.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8100 (Group)

---

"Your sense of humour will be the death of you, Doctor. Probably quite soon!"

---

**RS**

**Tick off the cards as you collect each one...**

- 639 Racoss Empress (Invading)
- 659 Raston Robot
- 722 Reptile Woman
- 684 Rutan
- 653 Scarecrow Army
- 732 Scaroth
- 741 Sharaz Jek (Unmasked)
- 665 Sharaz Jek
- 711 Silurian
- 736 Sensorites
- 605 Icthur
- 605 Icthur
SONTARANS

"Nasty, brutish and short," was how the Doctor described the Sontarans. A warlike race, they came from the planet Sontar and reproduced themselves by cloning. Each had a 'probic vent' – a hole at the back of the neck, enabling the Sontaran to re-energise itself.

STORIES
- The Time Warrior
- The Sontaran Experiment
- The Invasion of Time
- The Two Doctors

WEAPONS
A wand-like device which could control human minds as well as kill.

HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?
The first Sontaran the Doctor met was killed by an arrow fired into its probic vent.

BEST RATING
Fear Factor 8300

SUTEKH

Known as 'Sutekh the Destroyer', the last of the Osirians was held prisoner in an Egyptian pyramid, thanks to a power source transmitting from Mars. Sutekh had god-like powers, and, once free of his bonds, he intended to destroy all life throughout the universe.

STORY
- Pyramids of Mars

WEAPONS
He could cause terrible pain by the power of his mind.

HOW WAS HE DEFEATED?
The Doctor used the TARDIS's time control to move the end of Sutekh's time tunnel into the far future.

BEST RATING
Special Abilities 9200

SUN-POSSESSED

STORY 42

LOW-DOWN
A living sun took over several crew members on the SS Pentallian when the ship's captain mined its heart for fuel.

OBJECTIVE
To murder the rest of the crew and return the fuel.

WEAPONS
The sun got under the skin of its victims as well as inside their heads, giving them the ability to shoot white-hot beams from their eyes.

BEST RATING
Fear Factor 7700 (Unmasked)
MR SIN

**STORY** The Talons of Weng-Chiang

**LOW-DOWN** This murderous dummy belonged to war criminal Magnus Greel. It was a robotic toy from the future, containing the brain of a pig.

**OBJECTIVE** At the controls of the Dragon laser gun, the animal side of Mr Sin took over and it started killing everyone.

**WEAPONS** It carried a knife everywhere.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8100

---

TETRAPS

**STORY** Time and the Rani

**LOW-DOWN** Scary bat-like creatures who literally had eyes in the backs of their heads!

**OBJECTIVE** To serve their mistress Rani, a rogue Time Lord who eventually double-crossed them.

**WEAPONS** A gun that fired a paralysing net over its victims, and a sting in the tip of their tongues!

**BEST RATING** Special Abilities 8000 (Group)

---

TERILEPTILS

The Terileptils were lizard-like creatures who loved war. They crash-landed on Earth in the 1600s and planned to wipe out humanity by infecting rats with a terrible plague.

**STORY** The Visitation

**WEAPONS** Laser guns.

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** A fire broke out in London, exploding the Terileptil invaders' soliton gas machine.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8000 (Group)

---

**Tick off the cards as you collect each one...**

- 690 Mr Sin
- 645 Sisters of Plenitude
- 655 Linx
- 682 Linx (Attacking)
- 756 Sontaran Group
- 752 Stike
- 698 Styre
- 712 Sutekh
- 733 Sun-possessed Korwin (Unmasked)
- 671 Sycorax Leader (Swordfighting)
- 815 Terileptil
- 764 Terileptil Android
- 784 Terileptil Android (Dressed as Death)
- 667 Terileptil (Firing)
- 810 Terileptil Group
- TETRAPS
- 658 Tetrap
- 804 Tetrap Group
- 785 Tetrap Sleeping
- TRACTATORS
- 801 The Gravis
- 790 Tractor Group
UXARIEUS TO WOLFEEDS

VERVOIDS

The Vervoids were alien plant creatures who were being smuggled to Earth aboard the Hyperion III. One of the scientists on board wanted to exploit them, believing they could be used as slaves. The Vervoids had other ideas, and set about killing every human on the ship.

**STORY** The Trial of a Time Lord

**WEAPONS** Poisonous thorns injected into human flesh, causing death within seconds.

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The Doctor used vionesium, a brightly glowing metal which speeded up the Vervoid life-cycle, turning them all into a pile of brown leaves.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 7600 (Group)

VOC ROBOTS

There were three types of slave robots aboard the Sandminer – D-class robots who couldn’t speak, Voc, plus a Super-Voc controller that was in charge of them all. A mad scientist called Taren Capel reprogrammed some of them to kill their human masters.

**STORY** The Robots of Death

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The Doctor used helium gas to make Taren Capel’s voice go squeaky. The robots no longer recognised their master, and killed him. The machines were then deactivated.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 8400 (SV7)
**VOGANS**

**STORY** Revenge of the Cybermen

**LOW-DOWN** Natives of the famous planet of gold. The Cybermen wanted to destroy Voga as gold was deadly to them.

**OBJECTIVE** Vorus, one of the Vogan leaders, planned to lure the Cybermen onto a space station and wipe them out.

**WEAPONS** A Skystriker rocket, aimed at the space station.

**BEST RATING** Special Abilities 7300

---

**WIRRN**

The Wirrn were a race of large, wasp-like alien parasites, able to turn human beings into more Wirrn just by touching them. The Doctor fought the creatures on board space station Nerva.

**STORY** The Ark in Space

**HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?** The Doctor and his friends managed to lure the Wirrn into a shuttlecraft, ejecting it into space. A human on board, who'd been taken over the Wirrn, succeeded in blowing up the ship.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 7800

---

**WEEPING ANGELS**

**STORY** Blink

**LOW-DOWN** Terrifying stone angels that could only attack when their victims weren't looking at them.

**OBJECTIVE** Get inside the Doctor's TARDIS and feed on the ship's unlimited source of time energy.

**WEAPONS** Anyone touched by a Weeping Angel was sent back in time.

**BEST RATING** Fear Factor 9800

---

**UVW**

Tick off the cards as you collect each one...

- **UXARIEUS**
  - 624 Uxarieus Guardian
  - 737 Uxarieus Priest
- **VERVORDS**
  - 720 Vervoird
  - 735 Vervoird Group
  - 672 Vervoird Hybrid
- **VOGANS**
  - 806 Vorus
  - 724 War Machine
  - 725 Weeping Angel Group
  - 719 Werewolf (Howling)
  - 803 Wirrn
  - 788 Wolfweeds
ZYGONS

The Zygons were shape-shifting aliens who planned to recreate their natural habitat on Earth since their own world had been destroyed by solar flares. Their spaceship lay hidden at the bottom of Loch Ness, and they used a giant cyborg – the Skarasen – to launch a series of attacks on North Sea oil rigs.

STORY Terror of the Zygons

WEAPONS The Skarasen, who people thought was the Loch Ness Monster!

HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED?
The Doctor caused the Zygon ship to self-destruct, and their leader Broton was shot by UNIT troops.

BEST RATING Special Abilities 8500 (Group)

YETI

They looked cuddly, but these huge furry monsters were in fact killer robots. They served the Great Intelligence, a bodiless being that wanted to create a physical form for itself in order to conquer Earth.

STORIES The Abominable Snowmen,
The Web of Fear

WEAPONS Web guns.

HOW WERE THEY DEFEATED? The Yeti became dormant when their control spheres were destroyed.

BEST RATING Stamina 7500
PUZZLES 10 - 11
NO WAY OUT?

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

HIDDEN HORRORS

WORD DOCTOR
1. REPTILE
2. LETTER
3. RIPE
4. PERIL
5. TILL

LOST IN TIME
6.

LOCK UP

PUZZLES 30 - 31
TARDIS TRAIL
A4

MONSTER MESS
4 ZYGONS
3 ICE WARRIORS

SEEING DOUBLE?
B, F

HEADS UP

PUZZLES 20 - 21
LOST IN THE VORTEX
MR SIN

WHAT’S MISSING?
ICTHAR

XYZ
Tick off the cards as you collect each one...

- 781 Xeraphin
- 769 Yeti
- ZYGONS
- 601 Broton
- 677 Zygon
- 750 Zygon Group
ULTIMATE MONSTERS SPECIAL
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